The countdown to our Camping program is almost over. This coming Monday our grade 2/3 campers will set sail for Port Fairy, with our grade 4/5/6 students heading off to Cape Bridgewater on Wednesday. Our Prep/1 students also have their sleepover on Thursday Night which I’m sure they are looking forward to. A huge amount of planning and work goes into organising camps by staff and many extra hours are volunteered, away from their own families outside school hours during the camp overnight stays (if you get a chance please say thank you to our teachers). Camps are an important part of our learning program and extra curricula opportunities. As a result of the camping program students learn many life skills. Our Learner Traits of Determination, Collaboration and Initiative are very visible skills learnt on camp. We encourage students to try new things and have a go at all activities. The activities students take part in challenge them and show them how to persist to be successful. As I will be on the grade 4/5/6 camp any urgent matters can be directed to Suzi who I will touch base with each day.

**Twitter**

**Why have a Twitter account:** “Twitter is a unique social networking platform used to keep you informed, connected with friends and up to date with news and ideas about your interests, hobbies and passions”

As a school we use Twitter to share our learning and programs, whether it is a short message, learning photo or video, we think it is great way you as parents can see our learning programs in action. We would encourage all parents to set up a Twitter account and start following the school and other areas of interest to you. If you want help setting up an account please let us know, we can do this here at school. Please Follow the school on Twitter @woolsthorpeps or ask your child what their classroom Twitter feed is.

**Reminders**

**Emergency Management**

We are currently reviewing our school emergency management plan this term for the up and coming fire season. Our emergency management plan covers things like bushfire, onsite fire, gas leaks, flood and emergencies, road accidents in the area, severe weather and storms, bus procedures in case of emergency and lockdown. We practice our evacuation drill throughout the year so students are familiar with this process. Our onsite evacuation point is the school oval for all internal emergencies like, fire, gas leaks or flood. In the event of all emergencies parents will be communicated with and informed about any outcomes. All decisions around emergency management are made to ensure the safety of students, staff and parents.

**Bus Travellers**

Please note for safety reasons, if there is an emergency that effects our bus routes, like a road accident causing road closure, flood, bushfire in the area BUSES WILL NOT RUN. Students will be kept safe at school. Parents will be contacted via Tiqbiz and asked to collect their children from school.

**School Magazine**

Our end of year magazine is starting to take shape if you have any ideas and articles to contribute please contact Tracey Taylor. This year the school magazine will cost $20 as it will be published in colour by Amazon Printing. If you wish to see the quality of last year’s there are copies in the office. Order forms will be coming home soon.

**School Drop Off and Pick Up**

It has been mentioned that the driveway of the Wright’s house next to the school is being blocked, please be sure to keep this area clear. Thank you.

Mr Perry
Follow Us on Twitter @woolsthorpeps
Facebook
W- http://woolsthorpeps.global2.vic.edu.au

Procedural writing using our iPad apps, photos and videos to record our thinking in an exciting way.
Mrs Austen and myself have been blown out of the water by some of the children’s efforts this week.

To just highlight a few, Charlie, Lachie P and Sam have brilliantly used the new comic section of the Book Creator App to create fantastic procedural writing about getting to school and making paper planes.

Lachy T (our resident grade one construction wizard) has made a sensational video to use in the BIG WRITE on Thursday. The technical aspect of it is outstanding.

To us, it is one of the many reasons for using iPads as a motivating learning tool. The bonus too, for them (and us) is that they have been so excited about learning, they have created this excellent work in their own time!

Mr Boyd

Kim Austen @mrsaustensclass
Connor, Jack and Xav might win Fashion on the Fields with these creations!
Look at the amazing achievements of our students over the weekend! Send in photos and news about their success and effort! We’d love to hear all about it!

**HEAT UPS**

We are looking for volunteers to help the Grade 5/6 students with Heat Ups on Thursday afternoons. If you can spare 1/2 hour at 12:30pm please leave your name with Suzi in the office.

**NOVEMBER**

CAMP No Heat Ups
19TH Danielle
26TH Seona

**DECEMBER**

3rd Seona
10TH VACANT

Please remember to send along a fork if needed & food is wrapped in foil, clearly named.

THANK YOU

**WARRNAMBOOL SHOW SUCCESS**

Shakaya competed the entire 4 days of the Warrnambool Show. In Show Jumping she received a 1st, 2nd, two 3rd & two 6th. In Pony Club Ring she received a 1st, two 2nd, 3rd and a 4th.

Well Done Shakaya - incredible effort & achievement!

Charlotte had an amazing weekend at the Show, winning a 1st, five 2nd and a 3rd in Pony Club Ring. In Showjumping she placed 4th Overall.

Sensational job Charlotte!

**BASKETBALL STARS**

U14 Koroit Basketball Squad
Played in Wbool Tournament
Sat & Sun. Didn’t make it to the final, but played awesomely in their first outing as a team.

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY**

ISOBELLA FORD
5TH NOVEMBER

CHARLIE KHOURDAJIAN
6TH NOVEMBER

PHOEBE STUART
7TH NOVEMBER

**PARENTS & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION**

CLASS CHRISTMAS RAFFLE - It’s time to start the collection of goodies for the Christmas Raffle, drawn at the school concert. If each family could send along a small item (toys, stationary, christmas goodies, lollies or something fun) to the school office.

The kids love the raffle!

Items For The Newsletter

ttaylor2601@gmail.com by Wednesday at 11am

Thank you

Respect Excellence Teamwork Care
Please continue to support our amazing Sponsors

GAPES TRANSPORT
QUAMBY HOMESTEAD
SIMON LUCAS FENCING
WILLIE’S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
MOYNE SHIRE

MEAT BARN & MIDFEILD MEATS
KAVANAGH’S FEUL & PUMP REPAIRS
GLENN RICHARDSON PLUMBING
PTS
WARRNAMBOOL BUS & MOTOR GROUP
JAYSON LAMB SPLASH FACTORY

SOUTH COAST JUNIOR AQUATICS
GRAHAM’S CLEANING SUPPLIES
ROSS JOHNSTONE AUTOS
PAUL MCCUTCHEON FENCING

TOM KING SIGNS
ASHMORE PALMS HOLIDAY VILLAGE
BOTTEGA TOSCANA
MCNEILS BP
BROWNS DEPOT BAKERY
ACE AIRPORT PARKING
RB SELLARS
BUNNINGS
THOMAS JEWELLERS
ALLANSFORD CHEESEWORLD
MELBOURNE ICE SKATING
MURRAY GOULBURN
TUPPERWARE, MELISSA TOKI
THE MUDCAKE MAN
WARRANMOOL VETERINARY
THE LIONS CLUB
LANDMARK
BADE NESS RURAL
GAI WATERHOUSE RACING
TARGET
GREAT OCEAN ROAD TENPIN BOWLING
SUBWAY
LASERSTRIKE WARRNAMBOOL
JORONI
INFLATABLE WORLD
YIAH (YOUR INSPIRATION AT HOME)
LE REVE, KRISTY FISHER
LITTLE THAI HOUSE

NUTRIMETICS, SUZI IRELAND
ANTON BOYD
SHANE CRAWFORD
DALY’S IGA
MATERÍAS
THE CHEESECAKE SHOP
OLA LOUIE HANDCRAFT
ALEX’S PIZZA & WOK
MICKEY BOURKE’S
THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL KOROIT
THE PURPLE COFFEE CUP
THE CALLY HOTEL
SEE CHANGE FITNESS TRAINING
DIRECT CHEMIST
GLORIA JEANS
PINS N PLAY
KMART
SAFEWAY, EAST WARRNAMBOOL
AQUAZONE
C&S LAPDAMS
CHRISTINE WATSON
C BEANS
COUNTRY IMPRESSIONS
POPPIE’S CAFE
SUPERCHEAP AUTO
PEOPLES CHOICE CREDIT UNION
DAY KITTY
WESTFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
HORSELAND
CARTRIDGE WORLD
BENDIGO BANK
COMMONWEALTH BANK
ISABEL & IAN BROWN
CAPITOL CINEMA
PINKY’S PIZZA
BIG AL’S DINER
MACEY’S BISTRO
RAFFERTY’S TAVERN
AMAZON PRINTING
KERMOND’S
MACDONALD’S
LOGANS RESTUARANT
HENNA STREET VIDEO
SCIENCEWORKS MUSEUM
PRONTO FINE FOOD MERCHANTS
FLYING HORSE BAR & BREWERY
BANK AUSTRALIA
WESTPAC BANK
SARAH & JOHNNY MCKENZIE
NICOLE & SIMON CUZENS
KASZAZZ WITH FIONA
TORY & ALEX ROBINSON
WILL, SAM & OSCAR ROBINSON
EBONY & ISABELLE TAYLOR
OFFICE MAX
SL PRINTWORKS
BP ONE STOP
BAKERS DELIGHT BAKERY
BRUMBY’S BAKERY
DEGRANDI’S GEELOONG
MULLOKA CRUISES, PORT FAIRY
SLATTERY MEDIA
KOROIT FOOTBALL NETBALL CLUB

2016 NETBALL TRYOUTS & GRADING

THURSDAY 12 & THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER VICTORIA PARK, KOROIT

TIMES ALLOCATED AS PER YEAR OF BIRTH:
PLAYERS BORN 2002 & 2001: 5.30PM – 6.30PM
PLAYERS BORN 2000 & 1999: 6PM – 7PM

QUERIES & APOLOGIES, CONTACT STACEY: 0448 581 161

WILLATOOK COMMUNITY & CFA DAY
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 15TH
11a.m. to 3p.m.

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY
LOTS OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE CHILDREN
JUMPING CASTLE
FACE PAINTING
PONY RIDES
NURSERY ANIMALS
CFA DEMONSTRATION
CAPTAIN KOALA
ENTERTAINMENT
PRODUCE STALL
AFTERNOON TEA
BBQ LUNCH
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Help improve our knowledge of koalas and where they are located in Victoria by taking part in the Great Victorian Koala Count on Saturday 7 November.

Register online at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/koala-count